
LING 106. Knowledge of Meaning Week 11
Yimei Xiang April 3, 2017

Composition rules

• Recall: The principle of compositionality (Fregean Principle):

The meaning of a complex expression is determined by the meanings of its parts and the way they
are syntactically combined.

1 Syntactic rules and tree diagrams

• Syntactic rules

(1) Phrase structure rules (an inclusive list)
SÑ DP VP
VPÑ Vitr
VPÑ Vtr DP
VPÑ is DP
DPÑ ProperN
DPÑ (D) NP
NPÑ CN

(2) Vocabulary
Vitr Ñ ran, meows
Vtr Ñ likes, hit
ProperNÑ John, Mary, Kitty
DÑ a, the, some, every
CNÑ student, cat

• Tree diagrams

(3) Kitty meows.

S

DP

ProperN

Kitty

VP

Vitr

meows

(4) Mary likes every cat.
S

DP

ProperN

Mary

VP

Vtr

likes

DP

D

every

NP

CN

cat

Exercise: Draw the tree diagram for the sentence in (6) and specify the syntactic rules you use.

(5) Kitty is a cat.
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2 Composition rules

• Basic composition rules

(6) Terminal Nodes (TN)
If α is a terminal node, JαK is specified in the lexicon.

Non-Branching Nodes (NN)
If α is non-branching node, and β is its daughter node, then JαK = JβK.

Functional Application (FA)
If {β, γ} is the set of α’s daughters, JβK P Dxσ,τy, and JγK P Dσ, then JαK “ JβKpJγKq

(7) Kitty meows.

St

DPe

ProperNe

Kittye
k

VPxe,ty

Vitrxe,ty

meowsxe,ty

λxe.meowspxq

. a. JDPK “ JProperNK “ JKittyK “ k By TN, NN
b. JVPK “ JVitrK “ JmeowsK “ λxe.meowspxq By TN, NN
c. JSK “ JVPKpJNPKq By FA
“ rλxe.meowspxqspkq

“ meowspkq

• How can we combine two sister nodes that do not hold a function-argument relation?

(8) Cambridge is a city in Massachusetts.
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ProperN
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NP?
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PPxe,ty
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DP
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(9) Predicate Modification (PM)
If α is a branching node, {β, γ} is the set of α’s daughters, and JβK and JγK are both in Dxσ,ty,
then JαK “ λxσrJβKpxq “ JγKpxq “ 1s (Or equivalently: JαK “ λxσrJβKpxq ^ JγKpxqs)

(10) Jcity in MassachusettsK “ λxerJcityKpxq ^ Jin MassachusettsKpxqs
“ λxerpλye.citypyqqpxq ^ pλze.inpz,mqqpxqs

“ λxercitypxq ^ inpx,mqs
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Discussion: We have two options to compose Adj+NP expressions, namely by FA and by PM. In
each of the following examples, which composition rule is more plausible?

(11) a. Kitty is a gray cat.
b. Jumbo is a small elephant.
c. Ann is a fast speaker.

Discussion: So far, we’ve seen the use of PM in NP+PP and Adj+NP. Can you think of another type
of syntactic constructions that needs to be composed by PM?

Discussion: Categorial approaches of questions treat wh-words as λ-operators. Let’s try to compose
the following structure while assuming the lexical entries in (12a-b). What composition rules can
we use for composing Node 1? What about for Node 2?

(12) Who bought what?
a. JwhoK “ λPxe,tyλxerhumanpxq ^ P pxqs

b. JwhatK “ λPxe,tyλxerthingpxq ^ P pxqs

c. 2

who
λx 1

what
λy S

x bought y

• Type-mismatch: In case that none of the composition rules can proceed (namely, two sister nodes
neither hold a function-argument relation, nor be of the same type xσ, ty), we say that the composi-
tion suffers type-mismatch.
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